
Introduction

OSIRIS (Open Source, Independent Review & Interpretation System) is a public domain quality 

assurance software package that facilitates the assessment of multiplex STR DNA pro�les based on 

laboratory-speci�ed protocols.  OSIRIS evaluates the raw electrophoresis data contained in any .fsa 

�le using a new mathematical approach that assures its independence from other microsatellite 

genotype analysis software.  

The algorithm iteratively �ts expected parametric data signatures to the observed data to identify 

peaks, usually achieving matches with correlations in excess of 0.999.  Parametric peak locations are 

determined with sub-second accuracy and transformed to base pair coordinates.  OSIRIS departs 

from sizing approaches  that traditionally rely on either the local or global Southern methods (1-3) to 

interpolate the ILS into base pair estimates.  Instead, OSIRIS uses the correspondence between a 

sample’s ILS and the ILS in the  associated allelic ladder to map the time scale of the ladder into that 

of the sample.  This allows effective integration of the ladder with the sample for a straightforward and 

accurate comparison (typically within 0.1 of a base pair) of sample peaks with ladder locus peaks.   

Thus, in addition to extremely sensitive peak analysis, OSIRIS offers two new peak quality measures – 

�t level and sizing residual. These new measures can enhance quality metrics currently available to 

assess STR DNA pro�les.

OSIRIS accommodates laboratory-speci�c signatures, including adjusted sensitivity to background 

noise, customized naming conventions and internal laboratory controls. When used in complement 

with other analysis methods, OSIRIS provides an independent review to assure data concordance.  

With appropriate forensic validation and NDIS approval, OSIRIS may alleviate the need for visual 

review of passing pro�les.

The National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) developed OSIRIS in collaboration with 

state, local, and federal forensic laboratories and the National Institute of Standards and Technology 

(NIST).  This freely available, object-oriented software is written in C++ to facilitate the development of 

add-on applications by the private and public sectors. NCBI performs internal quality assurance on its 

programs and maintains OSIRIS at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/osiris as part of its 

extensive public domain toolkit for exploring and managing genetic data.

Background

OSIRIS was initiated in response to recommendations of a multidisciplinary advisory group (the 

Kinship and DNA Analysis Panel, KADAP).  KADAP was empanelled to assist the New York City Of�ce 

of the Chief Medical Examiner (NYC-OCME) and New York State Police (NYSPD) DNA laboratories in 

the dif�cult and unprecedented legal and humanitarian challenges faced in the World Trade Center 

victim identi�cations.4 In its after-action “Lessons Learned” report5 the panel focused signi�cant 

attention on the critical need for quality systems in all facets of mass fatality victim identi�cations, 

noting that such systems must be readily available components of the nation’s emergency 

preparedness plans.  The group stressed that creating processes with intentional redundancy, such as 

using multiple test and software systems, assures the validity of results in situations where protocols 

may be rapidly evolving and identi�cations are being made in an emotionally charged environment 

under keen media scrutiny. 

As new mass fatalities brought DNA victim identi�cation to the forefront, the need for openly available 

quality assurance software became even more evident. In the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, with 

tens of thousands feared dead, the Louisiana State Police victim identi�cation program initiated 

careful collections and analyses of known DNA standards from relatives of those reported missing.  As 

is the case with all high throughput DNA pro�ling, human review became a limiting factor. A pre-alpha 

version of OSIRIS was tested by the Katrina Victim Identi�cation team to assist analysts with review of 

controls associated with the �les and help expedite sample pipelines for review and identi�cation of 

�les needing re-analysis with appropriate controls.

While the impetus for developing OSIRIS was a direct response to issues in mass fatality victim 

identi�cation, it also dovetailed with the needs of the federally funded DNA Backlog Reduction 

program.  Convicted offender backlog reduction, identi�ed as a top priority by the National 

Commission on the Future of DNA Evidence at its �rst meeting on March 18, 1998, received its initial 

appropriation in FY2000.  The program has funded the analysis of millions of convicted offender 

pro�les, most of which now reside in NDIS which has an Investigations Aided rate of more than 

74,000 cases.

Methodological Foundation Graphic Interface Current Status and "Near-term Future Plans"

• Input driven

 – Can process any kit speci�ed in LadderInfo.xml �le

  ■  Current kits:

   • Pro�lerPlus

   • Co�ler

   • Identi�ler

   • PowerPlex 16

  ■  Future kits

   • Any requested for .fsa files can be implemented within one-two weeks if we are   

   provided example .fsa files

   • Other formats beyond .fsa as requested but need longer time frame.

 – Platforms

  ■  Current platforms

   • So far, all ABI 

  ■  Future Platforms

   • As requested with collaboration

 – Can process any internal lane standard speci�ed in LadderInfo.xml �le

 – Lab settings currently include:

  ■  File naming protocols

   • Ladders, positive controls, negative controls, Customized sample names

  ■  Thresholds

   • Minimum RFU, maximum RFU, minimum fraction of max peak, stutter, adenylation

  ■  Heterozygous imbalance ratio, min threshold for homozygote

  ■  Max (fractional) residual for allele call

  ■  Overall sample quality bounds

  ■  Lab-speci�c positive controls

  ■  Accepted off-ladder alleles

  ■  Accepted tri-alleles

  ■  Generic settings �le includes:

   • Parameters for math algorithms, e.g., min acceptable curve �t correlation

   • Smoothing window width with aggregate noise threshold

   • Standard positive controls

   • Standard off-ladder alleles

 – Message �le includes all output messages

  ■  Can customize wording of messages

  ■  Can specify message priorities

 – Future Message Modi�cation Planned:

  ■  Conditional logic of event triggers built into message structure and user-modi�able

• Standards-based output

 – Plot and analysis results �les stored in .xml format

 – Facilitates alternate views of data

 – Planned: permit editing and automated data extraction to interface to LIMS

• Math-based

 – Can search directly for any artifact with a distinct signature

 – Current signatures:

  ■  Standard sample

  ■  Blob

  ■  Spike

 – Planned signatures:

  ■  Spike (improved)

  ■  Dual peak

• User interface

 – Manages analysis and review palette

 – Manages settings �le editing

 – Planned:  managing editing analysis results based on human review

• OSIRIS Quality Assurance:

 – All versions at  http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/osiris are subjected to consistent 

quality assurance protocols prior to their release.  

  ■  All unintended program performance issues that are reported are investigated and repaired.  

We appreciate your participation to improve the program.

Future plans are based on your suggestions and collaborations.  We welcome your input.

Summary

Poor quality data cost more than time and money.   Missed matches from ambiguous results translate 

into real human suffering, through unsolved cases and by prolonging grieving processes in the ab-

sence of tangible remains for families.  State and Federal oversight requirements for data generated in 

these situations compel laboratories to �nd new resources for data review and reinforce the need for 

broadly available quality management tools.  The increasing capacity challenges on forensic identi�-

cation systems now provide multiple opportunities to deploy the next generation of management tools 

for quality assessment.  

There are multiple uses for open-source, public-domain quality assurance software for genetic data.  

As the lessons of 9/11 taught us, the intersection between public health and public safety unites us in 

the need to assure quality tools are available to any and all who might be responsible for victim identi-

�cation in mass fatalities.  This was the impetus for OSIRIS’ original development.  However, as those 

roads diverge, critical needs remain for both public health and public safety to rapidly and ef�ciently 

evaluate samples for their value to be maximized.  Automating quality assurance with an independent 

veri�cation through OSIRIS permits valuable human resources to focus on higher level concerns.  

OSIRIS provides signal-processing algorithms that can be used to assess data in any number of plat-

forms from multiplex STRs to GWAS SNP chips.  Similarly, OSIRIS open availability allows it to be 

used in teaching, training, and management activities beyond the quality concerns of a high through-

put environment.

Although OSIRIS’ graphic interface was purposely modeled on a look and feel that most analysts’ 

would �nd familiar and comfortable,  the algorithms upon which OSIRIS is based represent a novel 

approach within signal processing.  OSIRIS can be used as a stand-alone quality assessment tool but 

its operational independence also provides opportunities to test or substantiate results from other 

sources.   Finally, its transparent public domain architecture bene�ts the legal system as well as en-

courages opportunities for customization and development of add-on applications.
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• Math-based algorithms
   – Independent approaches offer alterna- 

tives
   – Reduced reliance on heuristics
   – Transferable to other problem domains

• C++ / Object-oriented design
   – Transparent code
   – Extend to other genomic methods (e.g., 

SNP’s)

• .fsa input data /.xml input con�guration
   and output �les
   – Standards – based
   – Results transformable for use in other 

tools (e.g. LIMS)

OSIRIS Plan
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• Regard .fsa time-series data as samples 
of continuous functions f(t) of time:

   f(t) = s(t) + n(t),
 where s(t) = signal and n(t) = noise

• Each peak is an individual signal

• We want to extract s(t) from the mea-
surement f(t)

• Thus, we are concerned with a space of 
measurement functions f(t)

General Graph Features
• One panel per dye with option to add dyes to each panel, eliminate or duplicate panels
• Optional illustration of ladders and ILS markers
• Other panel features:  zoom and pan with or without the axes synchronized,  minimum RFU line, show raw, analyzed, 

and/or ladder curves.
• Peak options: labeled as alleles, BPS, RFU, or time, choice of artifact display levels, hover for details (see next panel).

Hover Feature
Details all notices and information about the allele or artifact.

Analysis Display Window (below): 
• Shows subdirectory list and status.

OSIRIS Analysis Screen (below):
• “Input Directory” data files and/or subdirec-

tories containing .fsa �les to be analyzed
• “Output Directory” Contains a directory 

structure identical to input directories for 
easy identi�cation.

Laboratory Settings
• Allow customization to lab protocols
• RFU flexibility to be set by analyst
• All other protocol settings “locked” by program “owner”

Math-based: Looking for Peaks

• Distinct signals may exhibit similar 
properties: signature patterns

• Strategy:
   – Align a signature curve with 

measurement data
   – Use scaled signature as surrogate 

for data
   – Can use signatures of different forms 

to model artifacts and �ne-tune data 
analysis

Identifying Peaks

orange curve is a form of Gaussian, with 
tuned mean and variance

Green is residual:  correlation or inner product 
exceeds 0.999

Finding a Good Signature

• Technique maximizes signal-to-noise 
ratio; good quality data have small 
residuals

• Signal s(t) and residual noise n(t) are 
totally uncorrelated

   – Therefore, s(t) represents all usable 
information extracted from data

   – If n(t) is not “small enough”, the peak 
exhibits poor morphology 

 • Cause for an alert
 • OSIRIS looks for speci�c       

    artifact-related signatures

Residual Noise

• Step 1:  Look for measurement “density”
   – Aggregate measurements within a 

moving window of �xed width (e.g., 10 
sec)

   – Select intervals in which aggregate 
peaks above a threshold achieve local 
minima at endpoints

   – Smoothes noise

• Step 2:  Find best �t “Gaussian” (mean 
and variance) by maximizing correlation 
between signature and data

   – Uses numerical iteration

Positioning the Signature

• Based upon signal processing technique 
called “matched �ltering” which:

   – Maximizes signal-to-noise ratio for 
signatures of �xed pro�le

   – Computationally expensive

• OSIRIS variant accomplishes same 
signal-to-noise maxima for signatures of 
variable pro�le (variance…) but:

   – Computationally frugal 

What Kind of Algorithm Is This?

Raw .fsa data from a D3S1358 Pro�lerPlus Ladder �le

Sample superimposed on ladder:
�t typically within 0.05 bp

Fitted signals superimposed on top of raw data 

Note:  over 800 data points reduced to 32 parameters (4 per peak)

How Well Does It Work?

• Conventional:
   – Uses known time/base pair 

correspondence for ILS peaks to map 
time into base pairs

   – Assumes approximate linearity (local or 
global)

• OSIRIS:
   – Using cubic spline, maps sample ILS 

time into ladder ILS time
   – Uses map to transform ladder into 

sample time frame

Convert Time to Base Pairs Result: Highly Accurate Calls
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Data  Table
• Highlights cells   

needing human review

• Illustration shows  
selected sample’s  
notices in the white 
space below the table.

• Double click the 
sample or  click on the 
graph button to view 
graphical results.


